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1 SUMMARY 
The Global Oil Shale (Australia) Pty Ltd controlled Julia Creek oil shale deposit has a license area of 462 km2 and 

contains approximately 2.18 billion barrels of oil shale according to an independent report (JORC). GOS is currently 

engaged in an ongoing work program for development drilling, process testing, engineering and environmental 

analysis for a long term sustainable oil shale operation in Queensland. A drill program took place towards the end 

of 2013 to define the depth and concentration of the oil shale unit within the vicinity of MDL 522 (location shown 

in figure 1 below). Results of the drill program have indicated Oil concentrations falling between 60 – 75 L/t with 

the oil shale unit displaying a thickness between 7 and 8 m. Continuation of drilling programs and bench scale tests 

to improve oil shale concentration and extraction technologies are currently underway or are in the planning stages 

to determine the future commercial viability of the Julia Creek oil shale. 
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(Figure 1: Location map of MDL 522 (regional scale)) 
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2. INTRODUCTION 
 

Global Oil Shale (Australia) Limited is a company that focuses on developing oil shale resources in Australia. This 

report outlines exploration activities conducted over MDL 522. 

MDL522 was granted to Global Oil Shale (Australia) PTY Ltd on th October 2016. 

 
 
2.1 Background Information on Tenement 

 
An diagram of Mineral Development Licence 522 and its exact location and boundaries is shown in figure 2. The 

tenement’s main terms are shown in table 1. 

Tenure Number MDL 522 
Date of Grant 04/10/16 
Term Commenced 01/11/16 
Date expires 31/08/18 
Term 1 year 10 months 

Pre-requisite permits MDL 396, MDL 456, MDL 457, MDL 458, MDL 459, 
MDL 460. 

Prescribed minerals Aluminium 
Copper Ore 
Iron Ore 
Manganese Ore 
Molybdenum Ore 
Nickel Ore 
Oil Shale 
Phosphate 
Silver Ore 
Sulphur 
Vanadium Ore 
Zinc Ore 

(Table 1: Background information on tenement) 
 
 
 
 

The MDL 522 contains the retained areas from the previous MDL 396, MDL 456, MDL 457, MDL 458, MDL 459, MDL 460 

which were held by GOSA and conditionally surrendered in favour of MDL 522. MDL 522 boundaries and former 

surrendered MDLs are shown in Figure 2. 
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(Figure 2: MDL 522 boundaries and former surrendered MDLs) 
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2.2 Location 
 

MDL 522 is located 20km North-East of the township of Julia Creek in Queensland and covers an area of 

approximately 46,240 Ha. Figure 1 displays the location of MDL 522 on a regional setting. 

2.3 General Description of Area and Access 
 

The MDL 522 eastern boundary lies 40km east of Julia Creek. The Mt Isa Railway line and the Flinders Highway run 

east-west approximately 10km to the South from the boundaries of MDL 522. Air services connect with Mt Isa to 

the west. 

2.4 Infrastructure 
 

The infrastructure to support mining operations in Queensland is well developed. The Mt Isa rail line runs close the 

MDL and connects to Townsville approximately 650km to the east. 
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(Figure 3: Location and extent of MDL 522 GDA 94 (zone 54)) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.5 Exploration Rationale 
 

Exploration conducted in the 1980s by CSR Limited delineated economically exploitable reserves of oil shale in the 

vicinity of MDL 522. 

 
 
 

2.6 Previous Exploration 
 

An extensive literature search was conducted using historic exploration reports over MDL 522. Significant 

exploration for minerals has been conducted across and in the vicinity of the MDL in the past. Details of historic 

exploration can be found in previous annual reports of MDL 396, MDL 456, MDL 457, MDL 458, MDL 459, MDL 460. 
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3 GEOLOGY 

3.1 Regional Geology 
 

The Julia Creek Oil Shale is located within marine sediments of the Early Cretaceous (Albian 120 My) Toolebuc 

Formation, a stratigraphic unit that occurs throughout the Eromanga Basin of central-northern Queensland 

(Cranley 2008). 

The Toolebuc Formation is part of the Rolling Downs Group that covers approximately 1.5 million km2. The basin 

was developed as a major down-warp of Proterozoic to Palaeozoic metamorphic and igneous rocks during the 

Jurassic to Cretaceous (Coxhill and Fahlberg 2000). 

The formation outcrops at the margins of the Eromanga and Carpentaria basins, or where a basement high has 

resulted in a raised depositional environment, as is the case with Julia Creek. The structure that is responsible for 

the Toolebuc outcropping at Julia Creek is the St Elmo Ridge, which follows a North-North West trend, with exposed 

Toolebuc found along a 70 km section. Figure 4 displays the geology that underlies MDL 458 that is currently part 

of MDL 522. 

 
 
3.2 Local Geology 

 
The Toolebuc formation is found under the full extent of MDL's 522 coming closer to the surface as you progress 

eastwards. Within the local vicinity of the MDL oxidation was observed to an average depth of 15m, in this zone 

the kerogen content of the Oil Shale has broken down. 

The Toolebuc Formation consists of flat lying sediments that are predominantly black carbonaceous and 

bituminous shale and minor siltstone, with limestone lenses and coquinites (mixed limestone and clays). It is 

composed of two distinct units representing two different facies: an upper coarse limestone-rich-clay-oil shale unit 

(coquina) and a lower fine grained carbonate-clay-oil shale unit that tends to contain a higher concentration of Oil 

(Coxhill and Fahlberg 2000) 

Overlying the Toolebuc Formation are blue grey mudstone beds of the Allaru Mudstone containing some shell tests 

near the base, as it grades into the underlying St Elmo Coquinite. Underlying the lowermost oil shale unit of the 

Arolla Siltstone is a transition zone into the underlying Ranmoor Member. Within the zone, clay content increases 

downward into the blue grey claystone (Nolan 2005). 
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Within the boundaries of MDL 522 the coquina is expected to have an average thickness of approximately 7m 

overlying 7m of black bituminous shale with a high carbonate content (oil shale), these values are based on 

historical literature and a drill program completed by GOSA at the end of 2013. 

 

(Figure 4: A geological map that shows the northern extent of MDL 458) 
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4 Results 
 
 
4.1 Geophysical Data 

 
 

No further geophysical data has been collected for MDL 522 over the duration of this reporting period. 
 
 
 

4.2 Geochemical Data 
 
 

Samples collected during the 2013 drill program are currently undergoing testing to determine the homogeneous 

nature of the Julia Creek Oil Shale. As the oil shale unit displays the same characteristics over a vast area it is 

expected that geochemical testing can be applied to model parameters in respect of the whole of MDL522 which 

is currently held by GOS. The following information has been supplied by the company and highlights the work that 

is currently taking place. 

 
 

4.2.1 Representative sample 
 

Representative samples of the oil shale member were recovered from the bulk reject of various drill holes during 

the 2013 drilling program. 

 
 

Laboratory tests confirmed that the characteristics of the oil shale mirrored the results from historic reports from 

the Julia Creek deposit. 

 
 

355kg of representative sample was received by Outotec Laboratory from Julia Creek, crushed 100% -5mm and 

divided into sub-samples. About 100kg sub-sample delivered to VTT and GOS for further testing and 255kg will 

remain in the Outotec Lab for concentration tests. 
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4.3 Drilling Data 
 
 

No further drill programs took place on MDL 522 over the reporting period. 
 
 
 
 

4.4 Remote Sensing Data 
 
 

No remote sensing data has been collected for MDL 522 over the extent of the reporting period. 
 
 
 

4.5. Technology overview 

GOS continues the work program focused on the oil extraction technology for Julia Creek Project. The fall in re- 
cent world oil prices has had a significant impact on the Project economics and, accordingly, GOS taken actions 
to mitigate the economic risks and continue with the Project. Oil shale is a unique resource that has the potential 
to be used comprehensively with a number of valuable products which should be considered for extraction, 
these include: 

• Different oil fractions and derivatives 

• Thermal and electrical energy 

• Construction materials 

• Sulphur 

• Tars and resins 

• Other 

 
Preliminary economic analysis of Project potential shows possible economic justification for the integrated pro- 
duction of oil, electricity and construction materials. 

 
• Thermal processing of oil shale for oil production generates excessive process heat which can be used for 

electricity production. 
• Semi-coke combustion in the circulating fluid bed (CFB) boilers produces additional energy, fly and bot- 

tom ash as by-products. Fly ash can be directly mixed with cement clinker at certain proportions to assist 
in the production of cement. 

• Bottom ash may have use as a raw meal for the clinker production. 
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These three products streams are derived from the same integrated process and have to be analysed more com- 
prehensively to adjust the technology to extract maximum potential value from the oil shale resource. With to- 
day’s low oil prices, it is only by utilization of the entire oil shale potential that a possibly economically viable pro- 
ject can be established. 

 
GOS has extended its development program with deeper analysis and testing of CFB technology and the analysis 
of potential construction materials. Oil extraction piloting programs also continue. 

 
 

If economically viable, the Project could be executed in stages, starting with most profitable activity in the begin- 
ning and then proceeding with others. Electrical power and cement have prices that are relatively attractive 
leading to higher profitability potential. The CFB boiler that is used for semi-coke combustion in full-scale Project 
integration is planned to be used for the oil shale combustion in the initial stage. Tit is considered that additional 
testing should be included to the development program. 

 

4.6. Technology development 

As a continuation of the previous tenements development program, during the reported period the following 
analysis were conducted: 

• Solid Heat Carrier and Fast Pyrolysis 
o Bench scale tests done, and continued in 2017 
o Analysis of results for pyrolysis (continued) 

• Cement production for mines in the JC vicinity. Analysis include: 
o Chemical analysis of raw materials 
o Physical analysis of raw materials 
o Burnability tests of raw materials 
o Grindability test of raw material 
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5. Conclusion 
 
 

The drill program on former the MDLs396 and 459 which are now included in MDL 522 has shown that the 
area contains sufficient oil shale resources for the whole project Located in MDL 522. A further drilling 
program will be executed at the appropriate time to assure the presence of commercial resources of 1 Bln 
bbl in place for the project full scale capacity and JORC classification. 

 
GOS continues the work program focused on the oil extraction technology for Julia Creek Project. The 
recent world oil price fall has had a significant impact on the Project economics and GOS has taken actions 
to mitigate the economic risks and continue with the Project by extending the scope of the project to 
include the extraction of energy and cementitious materials from oil shale. Technology adaptation is 
ongoing. 
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